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The catalog sales industry is one of the fastest growing business in the U.S. The most
important asset a company in this industry has is its list of customers, called the house list.
Building a house list is expensive, since the response rate of names from rental lists is low.
Therefore, cash management plays a central role in this capital intensive business.
This paper studies optimal mailing policies in the catalog sales industry when there is limited
access to capital. We consider a stochastic environment given by the random responses of
customers and a dynamic evolution of the house list. Given the size of real problems, it is not
possible to compute the optimal solutions. Therefore, we develop heuristics based on the optimal
solutions of simplified versions of the problem studied. The performance of these heuristics is
evaluated by comparing their outcome with upper bounds derived for the original problem.
Computational experiments show that these heuristics behave satisfactorily.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the fastest growing segments within American business is the catalog sales industry. Com-
panies that use catalogs as their sole marketing strategy sent a daily average of 30 million catalogs
during 1989, selling 50 billion US dollars during that year (Holtz, 1990).
We define the catalog sales industry as those companies doing business by pursuing prospective
customers by means of a catalog. The catalog recipient can order a product by mail, telephone, or
any other alternative.
Initially, catalog companies were oriented toward rural areas, at a time when access to stores
was difficult and expensive. Nowadays, people continue buying via catalogs for several reasons; for
example, the convenience of not having to leave the home or office to buy a product, the popular
notion that catalogs offer items more cheaply than retail stores, and the exclusivity of the items
offered. On the other hand, customers often hesitate to buy by catalogs because they perceive
disadvantages; for example, the delay experienced in the delivery of the product, the impossibility
of examining the product directly before buying it, and the inconvenience of returning an item
that, for some reason, is unsatisfactory.
Companies in the catalog sales industry divide the planning horizon into campaigns, which
usually coincide with the seasons of the year. During a campaign, all the marketing effort is
oriented to sell a specific set of products, which have common characteristics that justify promoting
all of them in a same catalog. In what follows, the terms campaign and season will be used
interchangeably.
Companies in the catalog sales industry define a customer as a person that has already bought
products from the company; thus her name can be used - in the sense of sending her new catalogs
- as often as the company wants (unless the customer explicitly demands the opposite). The list
of customers is called the house list. The typical behavior of a customer is that after buying a
number of times from the company, she stops doing so because her taste changes, she switches to
the competition, etc. Therefore a company selling by catalog must constantly add new customers
to its house list.
A rental list is a set of names with certain characteristics in common, such as age, sex and
income. These lists can be rented by the company, usually for a one-time use, paying a price that
depends on the number of names rented. These names correspond to potential customers, their
response rate - i.e., the percentage of people that respond with a sale - is usually much lower
than that of customers on the house list. It follows that the company must use rental lists to obtain
new customers, which it then may add to its house list. When a person from a rental list responds
with a mail order, she can be incorporated into the house list and from that time onwards the name
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can be used without paying for doing so.
Within the major characteristics that have been used to measure purchase behavior, the pri-
mary bases of segmentation are Recency, Frequency, and Monetary value, known as the RFM
classification. Many people consider these three characteristics to be the most important in de-
termining the likely profitability of mailing to an individual (Roberts and Berger (1989)). Thus,
usually the house list is divided into segments or states according to the RFM classification. Each
company has its own definition of recency, frequency, and monetary value. In what follows we
present the most common definitions used in the industry. Recency of the last purchase is defined
by the number of periods since the last purchase. Frequency of purchase is usually defined by
the proportion of mailings that the customer has responded with an order or by the total number
of orders placed over a period of time. Even though the latter definition is used more often, the
former is more useful because it discriminates between a customer that has bought three times out
of three mailings and a customer that has bought the same three times but out of 10 mailings. The
definition of frequency is often times simplified further to consider only two states: customers that
have bought once and more than once (Fleischmann, 1992). Finally, monetary value is defined by
the average dollar amount per purchase or by the dollar value that the customer spent in the last
purchase or all purchases to date.
Each RFM segment in the house list is characterized by a response rate, which is the proba-
bility that a customer in that segment will place an order when she receives one or more catalogs.
Additionally, the size of the order is also random with probabilities that depend on the segment
classification. Empirical data from a jewelry company that sells inexpensive items shows that for a
given frequency and monetary value, customers with smaller recency (defined as the time since the
last purchase) are more likely to respond to a mailing. This behavior is usually observed in compa-
nies that sell products that are regularly consumed; for example, clothes, food, and office supplies.
The following dynamic in the customer's behavior explains, to some extent, this phenomenon.
When considering products that are constantly "consumed", the fact that a customer does not buy
in a period usually means that she is buying elsewhere. The longer the time the customer has not
purchased from the company's catalogs, the harder it is to "reactivate" that customer. Thus, the
probability that she responds with an order gets lower as the recency increases. There is another
factor that contributes to the phenomenon explained above. After responding to a mailing, some
customers "leave" the house list; they change address, die, etc. Therefore, a customer that has
not responded the mailings for several periods is more likely to have left the house list. There are
other situations where this negative correlation between recency and response rate does not hold.
For example, when companies sell durable goods that last for several periods. In these cases, the
response rate could increase with the recency, for certain set of recencies.
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The RFM classification allows us to distinguish between casual and loyal buyers; even though
both have recency equal to one after a purchase, frequency discriminates between customers that
have bought several times in the past from those that have bought occasionally.
Rental lists are also characterized by their response rates. Usually, mailing companies do not
have reliable estimates of the rental lists' response rates. These rental lists have been previously
used by other companies that sell different products. Hence, since it is too risky to rely on their
estimates to decide whether or not to use these names in a new campaign, mailing companies
are constantly testing new rental lists. With this purpose, a fraction of their budgets is regularly
assigned for testing the behavior of new potential customers that come from lists that have not
been previously explored. These tests provide better estimates of the rental lists' response rates.
Given cash flow constraints several trade-offs must be considered when making the mailing
decisions; for example long run profits from new potential customers vs profits from old customers,
and mailing to customers with large response rate and low probability of a big purchase vs customers
with low response rate and high probability of a big purchase. Therefore, companies face the
problem of assigning limited resources for mailings to customers with heterogeneous behaviors. The
uncertainty in the responses leads to a stochastic demand that depends directly on the number of
catalogs mailed during the season to the different classes of customers.
A common practice is the multiple mailing of catalogs to the same customers within a season,
thereby increasing the response rate. According to managers, two main reasons explain this incre-
ment in the response rate: (i) some catalogs get lost before they reach their destination. Thus,
multiple mailing reduces the probability that a "good" customer will not receive a catalog, and (ii)
a second or third catalog can encourage a customer that was willing to buy from the first one but
did not for a variety of reasons (the catalog was misplaced, she needs a remainder, etc.)
A large house list is one of the main assets a company in the catalog sales industry can have.
This is expensive to build, since the response rate of names from rental lists is low. Additionally,
these names must be rented. Thus, firms face a high demand for cash during their first years of
existence. Catalog companies usually lose money for two or three years until their house list reaches
proportions which contribute more than the costs of acquiring new customers and overhead. When
a company starts in the catalog business, it must invest an important fraction of its budget in
acquiring customers. We illustrate this fact with the following example: suppose that the company
rents names from a rental list with an average response rate of 1%, and an average size of the order
of $80. If we consider a cost of goods and fulfillment of $40 and a marketing cost (including the
catalog, the mail, and the name's rent) of $0.70 per customer, the company spends an average of $30
(80 - 40 - 0.70 * 100) in adding a new customer into its house list. However, people from rental lists
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that respond with a sale become "good customers" that are expected to generate profits over their
lifetime in the house list. It is not unusual to find companies that do not understand the dynamic
of the problem and are surprised by the capital intensive phenomenon described above. Recently, a
newspaper published a case of a software company that failed in the catalog sales industry because,
among several reasons, it was not prepared for a long period of investment to build the house list.
The company was sending 120 pieces of mail just to produce the sale of one product. It cost the
company 70 cents to generate $1 in sales - a "totally unacceptable" expense ratio, as one of its
executives pointed out. "We went too fast. None of us had the direct mail experience," he added. A
similar situation was reported by an executive of a hairdresser chain, that was selling sophisticated
hair products by mail. The mailing operations stopped after two periods.
One of the most important decisions that a manager faces in the catalog sales industry is to
define the mailing policy, i.e., from which rental lists names will be rented and the fraction of the
people in those rental lists and in the states of the house list that receive catalogs. The manager
also has to decide on the number of catalogs that a customer receives during the season if multiple
mailings are allowed.
The purpose of this paper is to determine the optimal mailing policy considering cash flow
constraints. We study two tactical models. In the first we consider a catalog company that is part
of a major retail operation, where all the inventory management decisions are made by the retail
store division. We also assume that catalog requests are always satisfied because they correspond
to a fraction of the total retail sales. In the second model we consider a catalog company that
manages the cash flow constraints incorporating the financial impact of carrying inventory. Hence,
the model determines the optimal aggregate reordering policy together with the optimal mailing
policy. Because the number of people that respond with a sale is a random variable, the manager
faces a non-trivial decision when deciding how many products to have in store: having few products
may lead to lost sales while having too many products implies spending money that can otherwise
be utilized to send additional mailings.
Most of the literature related to this topic gives a qualitative analysis describing the main char-
acteristics of the industry, see for example Hill (1989). A good review of the catalog sales industry
can be found in Holtz (1990). Bitran and Ramalho (1992) determine the optimal mailing policy in
a deterministic environment. In this paper we study optimal mailing and reordering policies in a
stochastic environment, where uncertainty originates from customers' random responses.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce two dynamic
programming formulations for the problems described above. We also present some properties of
the optimal solutions. In Section 3 we develop a methodology to calculate the discounted net
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profit corresponding to a customer: Lifetime value of a customer. In Section 4 we describe various
heuristics to solve the optimization problems. In Section 5 we find upper bounds for the dynamic
and stochastic programming formulations, which are useful to measure the performance of the
heuristics developed in the previous section. Section 6 contains the computational experiments
that show the characteristics of the optimal policies and the performance of the heuristics. Finally,
Section 7 presents extensions and conclusions.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODELS
In this section we describe two planning models to maximize the total expected profit in the
catalog sales industry. The first model, the Catalog Mailing Problem, determines the optimal
policy for sending catalogs, considering that the catalog company is part of a major retail store and
that the catalog sales are only a fraction of the total sales. Therefore, as a good approximation of
reality, we assume that all the mail orders received are satisfied. We also assume that the inventory
management is carried out by the retail store. The second model, the Catalog Mailing Problem
with Aggregate Inventory Costs, corresponds to the case where companies must manage the
cash flow incorporating the financial impact of carrying inventory. This model determines the
optimal mailing policy together with the optimal aggregate reordering policy. We assume that the
company can order only at the beginning of the season. Therefore, it must determine the optimal
reordering amount taking into account the costs of having unsatisfied customers and carrying
inventory from one season to another.
2.1 Description of the Dynamics in the House List
The house list is divided into states according to the RFM classification. Each of the states has
associated a response rate, i.e., a probability that a customer in that state will place an order when
she receives one or more catalogs. When the customer places an order her recency becomes equal
to one and increases by one otherwise. Another source of uncertainty is given by the order size
when the customer responds with an order. Therefore, the new frequency and monetary value of
the customer depend on whether or not she places an order, the size of the order, the current state,
and the definition of frequency and monetary value that the company has adopted.
For example, if we define frequency by the number of times the person has bought from the
company and monetary value by the size of the last purchase, then the customer's current state,
(r, f, m) is updated as follows:
* Customer places an order: (1, f + 1, mi), where mi is the current order size
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* Customer does not place an order: (r + 1, f, m).
More information is needed when companies adopt a more complex definition for frequency and
monetary value. For example, if we define frequency as the number of times the person has bought
in the last 4 seasons, then it is necessary to keep track of the complete pattern of purchases in the
last four periods in order to update the frequency.
When customers do not respond a certain number of consecutive mailings, they are eliminated
from the house list, i.e., there is a upper limit for the customer's recency. This limit usually depends
on the frequency and monetary value associated with the customer; customers that buy large orders
are more likely to be kept in the house list for a longer period of time compared to customers that
buy small orders. Therefore, for each frequency, and monetary value there is a "trapping state" in
the house list which is determined by the maximum admissible recency.
In the remainder of this paper we consider a Markov chain representation for the customers'
behavior within the house list, where only some well defined transitions are allowed. Figure 1 shows
the feasible transitions in the Markov chain representation. When the customer places an order her
recency is equal to 1, her frequency equals f(sl) (where f(si) is defined by the measure chosen),
and her monetary value takes a random value according to her order size. If the customer does
not place an order then her recency increases by one, and her frequency and monetary value equal
f(si) and fi(si) respectively ( f(si) and m(si) are computed according to the measures adopted).
Figure 1: Markov chain representation
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2.2 Catalog Mailing Problem
The mathematical model is a stochastic and dynamic programming formulation where the objective
function is to maximize the total expected profit during the planning horizon. The planning horizon
is divided into seasons, with, generally, four seasons per year (some companies might consider five
seasons including the Christmas sale).
One of the most important decisions that a manager faces in the catalog sales industry is to
define the mailing policy, i.e., the fraction of the people in the rental lists and in the states of the
house list that receive catalogs. The number of people in the house list that respond with an order
is a random variable that depends on the response rate of the corresponding state (the response
rate increases with the number of mailings), and on the number of people that receive catalogs.
Responses from rental lists are also random. In this case, only a single mailing is usually made
because names are typically rented for one-time use. Therefore, the company faces a stochastic
demand that depends directly on the marketing effort, i.e., the number of catalogs mailed in the
season. We make no assumptions regarding the value of the response rates for the states in the
house list and rental lists.
It is not unusual that catalog companies are part of major retail operations and that the
inventory levels are managed by the retail stores. The model in this subsection assumes that the
requests originated from catalogs are always satisfied because they represent only a fraction of the
total sales. The model also assumes that all the costs of managing the inventory are considered in
the global planning model for the retail stores.
In what follows we introduce the notation for the parameters, decision variables, and random
variables.
Parameters
si = state si which is defined by the vector (ri, fi, mi), where ri corresponds to the recency, fi to
the frequency and mi to the monetary value associated with the state of the customer.
S = set of states.
So = set of states that have recency equal to 1. Customers that place an order move to a state in
So.
So = complement set of So. Thus, So = S - So.
Psi,sj,k = probability that a customer in state si in the house list moves to state sj when she
receives k catalogs during a season. If the customer places an order she will move to a state
with recency equal to 1. The frequency and monetary value are updated according to the
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definition for those parameters that the company has adopted. Otherwise, her recency will
increase by one and the frequency and monetary value will be updated accordingly. For all
the transitions that are not feasible this probability is equal to zero.
Pj,si = probability that a customer in rental list j moves to state si if she receives a catalog. These
probabilities will be equal to zero for all s E So. Adding over all si E So we obtain the
response rate of rental list j.
d,lsj = average order size in dollars when moving from state si to sj. Hence, d,,Sj is equal to
zero when sj E S, because no order was placed.
dj,S = average order size in dollars when moving from rental list j to state si in the house list.
Ch = variable marketing cost per customer in the house list (it consists of printing and mailing
costs).
cm = variable marketing cost per customer in the rental lists (it consists of printing, mailing
and name renting costs). We have ignored the quantity discounts that can take place when
renting names from rental lists. It is possible to incorporate this feature in the models that
we present in this section. however, this modification has only second order effects in the
decision process.
g = average cost of goods as a fraction of the price .
cl = average variable cost of an order.
c2 = penalty for failing an order.
c3 = holding inventory cost per dollar in inventory.
at = exogenous money for investment that is available at the beginning of season t.
Lj,t = number of available names in rental list j at the beginning of season t.
p = discount rate per season.
K = maximum number of mailings within a season.
J = total number of available rental lists.
Decision Variables
Hsi,k,t = total number of customers in state si in the house list that receive k catalogs during
season t.
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Wj,t = number of people in rental list j that receive a catalog during season t.
Random Variables
Xsjsi,k,t = total number of customers that moved from state sj to si that receive k catalogs
during season t. The distribution of this random variable is the marginal distribution of the
multinomial distribution with probabilities equal to Psj,si,k Vsi and total number of trials
equal to Hsj,k,t-
Xj,si,t = number of customers from rental list j that moved to state si during season t. The dis-
tribution of this random variable is the marginal distribution of the multinomial distribution
with probabilities equal to pj,si Vsi and total number of trials equal to Wj,t.
Yt = total amount of money available for investment at the beginning of season t.
Nt = number of customers in the house list at the beginning of season t. Nt is a vector with as
many elements as the number of states in the house list. Therefore, the element N,,,t of Nt
corresponds to the number of customers in state si in the house list during season t.
Finally, we define the function Ft(Yt, Nt) as the maximum discounted expected profit from
season t onwards if the company starts with Yt dollars for investment, and Nt customers in the
house list at the beginning of season t.
The Model: the optimization model at the beginning of time t is given by the following stochastic
and dynamic programming formulation:
K J
Ft(Yt, Nt) = max {- ~ E kchH,,k,t - CmWj,t+
Hsi,k,t,Wj,t Vsi,k,j k siES i=1
K J
EXi,,.j,k,X,.,tXji t E E(dsi,s3 (1-g)-cl)Xsi,sj,k,t+E E (d,si(1-g)-C1 )Xj,s,,t+Ft+l(Yt+l,Nt+l)]





E E kChHHsi,k,t + ECmWj,t Yt + at.(1)
k=l siES j=l
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UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN EACH STATE OF THE HOUSE LIST.
K
E H,,kt < N,t Vsi E S. (2)
k=l
UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF AVAILABLE NAMES IN THE RENTAL LISTS.
Wj,t < Lj,t j 1,...,J. (3)
UPDATING THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS IN EACH HOUSE LIST SEGMENT.
K J
Nsi,t+l = E Xsj,si,k,t + EXj,si,t Vsi E S. (4)
sj ES k=l j=
CASH FLOW BALANCE EQUATION.
K J
Yt+l = Yt + at - (> E kChHsI,k,t + E CmWj,t) +
k=l si ES j=1
K J
( E E >(dsj,si(1 - g)- cl)Xsj,si,k,t + E E (dj,,i(1 - g)- Cl)Xj,si,t). (5)
sjES siESo k=l j=1 siESo
BOUNDARY CONDITION:
FT+1(YT+1, NT+1) = LF(Si)Nsi,T+1
si ES
The objective function at period t is equal to the immediate expected profit plus the total
expected discounted profit from period t + 1 onwards. The immediate expected profit is computed
as the total expected profit of sales minus marketing costs (catalog, mailing, and renting costs) in
the current period.
The first constraint corresponds to the fact that the total marketing cost must be less than or
equal to the initial budget plus the exogenous investment. This constraint considers that when
the optimal decision is to send k catalogs to a group of customers, all of them receive k mailings
even though some customers respond after the first, second or (k - l)th mailing. Since the average
number of responses is low, companies usually do not incur the cost of purging from the second
mailing list those customers that respond after the first mailing, but send a second catalog to the
complete segment. The same situation happens with a larger number of mailings.
The second and the third constraints correspond to the upper bounds for the number of people
in the house list and in the rental lists, respectively. In constraint (4) we update the number of
people in the house list at the end of the season. This procedure has implicit the Markov chain
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representation for the behavior of the customers described in subsection 2.1. Thus, if a customer
receives a catalog, she either decreases her recency to one (if she places an order) or increases her
recency by one (if she does not respond with an order). The frequency and monetary values are
updated accordingly. The customer automatically increases her recency if she does not receive a
catalog. In constraint (5), we update the budget at the end of the season.
2.3 Catalog Mailing Problem with Aggregate Inventory Costs
In this subsection we present a planning model where companies manage the cash flow incorpo-
rating the financial impact of carrying inventory. In our analysis the inventory level is defined as
the dollar value of the products in inventory at the selling price and the inventory decision variables
are the total amount of money that will be assigned to inventory at each season. Thus, in addition
to the mailing policies we have to define the optimal aggregate resource assignment for inventory.
Alternatively, the inventory decision variables in this model can be formulated in terms of
physical units. In such situations, for planning purposes, it is useful to define a unit equivalent
which has each item in the proportion that has been ordered in the recent past. Furthermore, if we
are interested in an operational model to manage the inventory, then the problem can be formulated
considering constraints for each individual item. A discussion on how to formulate the model in
these two cases is included in Appendix 1. It is important to mention that the computational
complexity of the model remains the same whether monetary or physical units are used. Naturally,
the number of inventory related constraints and inventory decision variables increases linearly with
the number of items in the catalog for the operational model.
In Bitran and Mondschein (1994), the authors have made an analysis of the impact of product
aggregation on the inventory and mailing decisions. The main problem that arises from product
aggregation is the presence of infeasibilities at the operational level, where disaggregate inventory
decisions are made, due to inventory imbalances. For example, a large amount of inventory of an
individual item can lead to zero reorders for an aggregate product while other items of the same
group cannot satisfy their demand. The authors propose a one-time feedback process, between the
operational and tactical levels to avoid these infeasibilities, which leads to excellent results when
compared with an upper bound for the problem. We remark that this hierarchical approach to
solve the problem is commonly used in the catalog sales industry.
In practice companies can order a limited number of times from their suppliers. Frequently,
they order one month before the beginning of the season and they reorder just once within the first
three weeks of the season. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the company orders only once
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during every season, and that this order takes place at the beginning of it.
The model relies on the following three assumptions:
* If a customer places an order her recency decreases to one independently of whether or not
the request is satisfied.
* There is a monetary cost for not satisfying an order, which represents the company's loss of
reputation.
* There is a holding cost for carrying inventory from one season to another.
We introduce the following additional notation:
1. It = total amount of money in inventory valued at selling price at the beginning of season t.
2. Zt = amount of money that is invested in inventory valued at the selling price at the beginning
of season t.
3. Vi,t = total monetary value of orders sold to customers in state si at season t.
4. Vj,t = total monetary value of orders sold to customers from rental list j at season t.
5. Ft(Yt, It, Nt) = maximum discounted expected profit from season t onwards if the company
starts with Yt dollars for investment, It dollars in inventory and Nt customers in the house
list at the beginning of season t.
The Model: the objective function at time t is given by the immediate expected profit during the
current season plus the expected profit from the next season onwards. During season t, the manager
has to decide the optimal mailing and reordering policies satisfying the cash flow constraints. The
set of constraints at season t is given by:
CASH FLOW CONSTRAINT.
K J
gZt + E E kchHs,,k,t + cmWj,t Yt + at. (6)
k=l siES j=1
UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN EACH STATE OF THE HOUSE LIST
K
E Hit Nt Vs E S. (7)
k=l
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UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF AVAILABLE NAMES IN THE RENTAL LISTS.
Wj,t Lj,t j= 1,...,J.
UPDATING THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS IN EACH HOUSE LIST SEGMENT.
K
Nsit+l = E E
sj ES k=l
Xsj,si,k,t + 3= x1,itj=1
CASH FLOW BALANCE EQUATION.
Yt+l = Yt + at.- gZt -
C1(Z E 
s ESsi ESo k=l
J
Xs;,si,k,t + E : Xj,si,t) +
j=1 siESo
UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF SALES.
J















The optimization model at time t is given by the following stochastic and dynamic programming
formulation:
Ft(Yt, It, Nt) = max
Hs i,k,t,Wj,t,ZtV s i ,k,j
JK
{-gZt - E -
k=l siES
kCh Hsi,k,t - E Cm Wj,t +
j=1
EXsj,sik,t,XjsitVsj,si,k,[Gt(Yt It, Nt, Zt, X, , W)]}
s.t. (6), (7), (8)
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(8)
Vsi E S. (9)
K





















Gt(Yt, It, Nt, Zt, X, H, W)= max Vsi,t+ Vj,t-cl(Z E E Xs,s,,k,t+ E Xj,si,t)
VsitVJ,ttSij SiES j=1 k=l sjES siESo j=1 siESo
-c21t - C3It+l + PFt+ (Yt+l, It+l, Nt+l).
s.t. (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14)
where It is equal to the amount of unsatisfied demand:
K J J
It= E dsisjXsi,sj,k,t + E E dj,siX Vsi,t - Vj,t.
siES sjESo k=l j=1 siESo siES j=1
BOUNDARY CONDITION: at the end of the planning horizon the names in state si in the house list
have a residual value, LF(si), and the inventory has a residual value equal to v. Therefore, the
boundary condition is given by:
FT+1(YT+,IT+1, NT+I)= Z LF(si)Nsi,T+1 + VIT+1
siES
Constraints (6) to (10) are similar to those in the catalog mailing problem. Constraint (11)
corresponds to the upper bound for the total sales; the dollar value of the total sale must be less
than or equal to the total dollar value in inventory. Constraints (12) and (13) correspond to
the upper bound in the total sales in dollars in each state of the house list and in each rental
list respectively, with respect to the total dollar value of products ordered by customers. Finally,
constraint (14) updates the total dollar value in inventory at the end of the season.
In most applications, the dimensions of the dynamic programming model do not allow the model
to be solved optimally. Usually, the house list consists of several states with hundreds of customers
each. Additionally, the initial inventory and money for investment can vary over a broad range of
values. Therefore, in real cases, the dimension of the state space in the mathematical formulation
is large. This motivates the development of heuristics to solve the problems described above.
The optimal solutions of the optimization problems described above do not always match the
intuition. For instance, it is not always true that the company should spend resources currently
available on sending catalogs as long as there remain profitable customers. We have constructed
examples where it is better to save part of the current season's budget to spend during the next
season on customers whose profitability is larger than that of current customers. We have also
found examples where, under the capital constraint, it is better to send a catalog to a customer
with larger recency even though there is an "available customer" with a larger response rate. This
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case happens when the company is going to lose the customer if she is not activated by means
of a catalog (this customer is in the last admissible state). Bitran and Ramalho (1992) state
that a common practice of the catalog industry for the mailing strategy is to focus on short term
performance, i.e., it understates the long-term impact of the current campaign. Hence, the two
counterintuitive situations above show that a formal approach can lead to better decisions.
The following proposition shows that the expected number of customers in the house list con-
verges to a constant when the available number of people in the rental lists is constant from a
certain period in the planning horizon onwards. The average size of the house list monotonically
increases until it reaches a point where the average arrival rate of new customers from rental lists
gets equal to the average rate of customers that leave the house list. This result has an important
practical implication; continuous growth requires a constant search for new markets. Nowadays,
we observe that several American catalog companies are extending their business overseas. For
example, L.L. Bean opened a branch in Japan only few years ago.
Proposition 1 The number of customers in each state of the house list converges to a constant as
time increases, assuming that the number of new names from rental lists is constant in time.
lim N,t = N,
t-*oo
PROOF: See Appendix 2 . I
3 LIFETIME VALUE OF A CUSTOMER
In what follows we describe a methodology to calculate the lifetime value of a customer, i.e., the
total discounted net profit that a customer generates during her life in the house list. We estimate
the value of the company as the sum of its customers' lifetime values. For this purpose, we assume
that there is no capital constraint. The lifetime value of a customer plays a central role in the
heuristics that are described in the following section.
We consider the Markov chain representation described in subsection 2.1 to model the behavior
of the customers in the house list, where the states are defined by their recency, frequency, and
monetary value. The transition probabilities in the Markov chain depend on the mailing policy;
the response rate in a state of the house list depends on the number of catalogs that are sent to the
customers within a season. Therefore, the problem of calculating the lifetime value of a customer
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is equivalent to determining the optimal policy for sending catalogs to each state of the house list
when there are unlimited resources.
We define the additional notation:
1. LF(si) = lifetime value corresponding to a customer whose current state is si.
2. bi,k = immediate expected profit if a customer in state si receives k catalogs during a season.
bsi,k = E (dsi,sj(1 - g) - Cl)si,sj,k - kch
sj ESo
Hence, the mathematical formulation to determine the lifetime value of a customer in state s is
given by:
LF(si) = max { Send k catalogs: bsi,k + /3sesPsi,sj,kLF(sj), Vk (15)
Do not send a catalog: Pi Esp e Psi,sj,oLF(Sj),
where:
1 for sj admissible from si if the customer does not receive a catalog
iPs·,s,0 = O otherwise
The optimality equation (15) has a unique solution, LF(si) , Vsi, that corresponds to the
expected discounted profit when the optimal stationary policy is implemented (see, e.g., Ross,
1983, Chapter II). In order to find the optimal policy and the value of the maximum expected
profit it is neccesary to solve the optimality equation (15). This can be done using one of several
methods; for example the Policy Improvement method and the Linear Programming method. In
particular, in the computational experiments, we use the Policy Improvement method which is based
on successive approximations to the optimal solution. The algorithm starts with a feasible policy
and in iteration n computes the left hand side of equation (15) using the solution of iteration n - 1
in the right hand side (see, e.g., Ross (1983, p. 38) for a complete description of this algorithm). The
algorithm converges to the optimal solution under the following assumptions: (i) bounded rewards
(which correspond to the immediate expected profits, bsi,k ,in the current formulation), (ii) discount
factor less than one, and (iii) finite state space; all of them are satisfied in our formulation.
For the case of monotonically decreasing response rates as a function of recency, it is possible
to show that, for a given frequency and monetary value, if it is optimal not to send catalogs to a
state with recency r then it is also optimal not to send catalogs to a state with recency r + 1. The
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monotonicity of the response rate is defined as follows:
Psi,sj,k > Psi,sj,k Vsj E So
where, si = (r, f, m) and Si = (r + 1, f, m). See Bitran and Mondschein (1993), unpublished, for a
more complete discussion.
In the case of limited budget, it is possible to show that the lifetime value of a customer is an
increasing and concave function of the initial budget. It is possible to show that there is a budget,
B*, such that the lifetime value of a customer starting with a budget greater or equal than B* is
equal to the lifetime value with unlimited budget.
4 HEURISTICS
It is not uncommon to find companies that base their mailing decisions on the RFM approach.
This method consists of sending catalogs to those states with the largest lifetime values, until the
budget constraint is binding. Usually, the lifetime values are calculated as the discounted present
value of the expected profits that the customer will generate in future purchases. For this purpose,
a profit profile is assumed according to some given mailing strategy. As we will see in proposition 2
this method works well as long as the cash flow constraints do not play a central role. However,
in the presence of budget constraints, there are several trade-offs that must be incorporated in the
mailing decisions. Moreover, inventory and mailing decisions cannot be analyzed independently of
each other, because the total budget must be optimally distributed for these two purposes.
The heuristics that we describe in what follows incorporate explicitly the effects of limited
resources for investment at each period. Initially, we describe a heuristic for the catalog mailing
problem; later we introduce a heuristic for the general problem that includes the financial impact
of inventory.
4.1 Heuristic for the Catalog Mailing Problem
We propose an enhanced RFM method for the catalog mailing problem which consists of sorting
the states in the house list and the rental lists in decreasing order of their lifetime values (the rental
lists are considered as particular states where the customer leaves the house list immediately if
she does not respond with a purchase). Catalogs are then sent according to this order until either
the budget constraint is reached or there are no more available customers with positive lifetime
value. The number of mailings for every customer that receives a catalog is determined by the
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corresponding lifetime value (only single mailing is allowed for the rental lists). We called this ap-
proach enhanced RFM method because the lifetime values are computed considering the stochastic
behavior of customers. Additionally, the algorithm to compute the lifetime values described in sec-
tion 3 determines the optimal unconstrained mailing policy for each state, i.e., the optimal number
of catalogs that should be sent to a customer during a season, for each state in the house list, when
there is no cash flow constraint.
Computational experiments show a good performance of this heuristic in a variety of realistic
scenarios (Bitran and Mondschein (1993), unpublished) which will be discussed in the computa-
tional results section. However, when cash flow constraint plays a central role, this heuristic does
not take into account the following effect. Suppose that the optimal unconstrained decision, given
by the lifetime value, is to send 2 catalogs to every customer in state si. If in the current period, we
only send one catalog to every customer in state si, the lifetime value is smaller than it would be if
the optimal policy is implemented, but we spend half of the money we would spend on marketing
under the optimal unconstrained policy. This additional money can be spent on sending catalogs
to additional (twice as many) customers. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the decrement in
the lifetime value when the optimal unconstrained decision is not implemented and the additional
profit corresponding to more customers. This modification is only relevant when there is limited
amount of money for investment.
We present the following example to clarify the trade-off above. Suppose there are two states
in the house list; the second one is the trapping state. Let us consider a probability of 0.15 that
a customer in state 1 responds with a sale if she receives one catalog, and a probability equal to
0.2 if she receives two catalogs, a marketing cost of $1.0, an average size of the order equal to $50,
a variable cost per sale (including the cost of the good) equal to $25, and a discount rate of 1. In
this case the optimal decision (when computing the lifetime value) is to send two catalogs to state
1 with a lifetime value equal to $3.75. In what follows assume that we have money to send only
two catalogs and there are two customers in state 1. One alternative is to send two catalogs to
only one customer with an expected profit equal to $3.75 or to send one catalog to each customer
with a expected profit of $3.31 for each one (assuming that from the next period onwards we have
unlimited budget for investment). Therefore, given the capital constraint, it is better in this case
to send catalogs to both customers. The following heuristic captures this effect.
HEURISTIC 1.1: HEUR 1.1
To simplify the notation, we assume that a maximum of two mailings can be sent in every season.
We introduce the following additional notation:
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1. n(si) = optimal number of mailings to customers in state si given by the lifetime value, when
there is no cash flow constraints.
2. LF(j) = lifetime value corresponding to rental list j.
LF(j) = bj +/3 S pj,si LF(si) and bj = E [dj,s,i(1 - g)- cl]pj,s, - Cm
siESo si So
3. LF(si, k) = lifetime value corresponding to state si if we send k catalogs in the current season
(from the next season onwards the optimal decision is implemented).
4. d(si, k) = number of people in state si that receive k catalogs.
The purpose of redefining the lifetime values is to have a measure of how much they deteriorate
if the optimal unconstrained policy is not implemented. Thus, if the optimal unconstrained policy
is to send no catalogs to a state in the house list, then the redefined lifetime values when sending
one or two catalogs are equal to a negative number. When the optimal unconstrained policy is to
send one catalog to a state, the redefined lifetime value when sending one catalog remains the same
and when sending two catalogs it takes a negative value. Finally, when the optimal unconstrained
policy is to send two catalogs, the redefined lifetime value when sending two catalogs remains the
same. However, the redefined lifetime value when sending only one catalog is calculated as the
immediate expected profit plus the unconstrained expected lifetime values from the next period
onwards. The transition probabilities are those probabilities associated with a single mailing.
If (n(si) = O)LF(s, 1)= LF(si, 2) =-oo
If (n(si) = 1)LF(si, 1) = LF(si), and LF(si, 2)= -oo
If (n(si) = 2)then
LF(si, 1) = -h + EsjEso(dsi,si(1 - g) - Ci)Psi,sj, + /3 EsjEpsi,sj,l LF(sj)
LF(si, 2) = LF(si).
The value of the decision variables d(si, k), which correspond to the mailing strategy, is given by
the solution of the following linear programming problem:
2 J




iE khd(si, k) + cd(j) < Yt + at
siESk=l j=l
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2E d(si, k) < Nsit VSi E S,
k=l
d(j) < Lj,t Vj = ,...
d(i,k) > 0, d(j) > 0 Vi,k,j.
In the linear programming above, the objective function is to maximize the total lifetime values
of the customers in the house list and rental lists. In the absence of the first constraint, this
linear problem is equivalent to the enhanced RFM method (without cash flow constraint) described
previously, i.e., catalogs are sent to all customers in the house list and rental lists for which the
unconstrained lifetime value is positive.
The first constraint in the linear problem takes into account the costs of the different mailing
strategies. The solution to this problem will differ from the enhanced RFM method, specially in the
cases where multiple mailings are allowed and limited amount of money is available for mailings.
The following proposition shows that heuristic 1.1 is optimal when there is no budget constraint.
Proposition 2 Heuristic 1.1 is optimal when there is unlimited amount of money for investment
in every season.
PROOF: In the Catalog Mailing Problem only the cash flow constraint involves more than one
(in fact, all) clients. This restriction becomes redundant when an unlimited amount of money
is available for investment. Therefore, the optimization problem separates by customers; these
problems are equal to the optimization problems for calculating lifetime values. Thus, the optimal
solution for the stochastic, dynamic formulation is to send catalogs to all that have positive lifetime
values. Moreover, the solution of the linear programming problem in the heuristic becomes trivial;
catalogs are sent to all customers that have a positive lifetime value. 1
4.2 Heuristics for the Catalog Mailing Problem with Aggregate Inventory Costs
In what follows we describe a heuristic for the problem with cash flow constraints and inventory
level constraints. In this heuristic we have to decide simultaneously the mailing and reordering
policies.
HEURISTIC 2.1: HEUR 2.1
This heuristic is based on the Newsboy problem for a one period horizon. We first determine the
probability distribution for the total demand. The random variable that describes the order size of
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a customer in state si that receives k catalogs takes value d,,,s; with probability Psi,sj,k Vsj E So,
and value equal to zero otherwise. Hence, its expected value and variance are given by:
Psi,k = E Psi,sj,kdsi,sj,
sj ESo
and,
1s,,k = E Psi,sj,k(dsi,sj - tsi,k)
sjESo
Similar expressions can be obtained for the expected value, jj, and variance, a2 of the order size
of a customer from a rental list j.
Usually, more than a hundred people receive catalogs in each state of the house list and in each
rental list. Hence, a good approximation for the distribution of the total demand in dollars is the
normal distribution with mean, pt, and variance, a 2, equal to:
K J




a2 = : + Z'si,kHi,t ,t,+ 
k=l si ES j=
In what follows we determine the optimal amount of money to invest in inventory in a one
period problem, considering a normal distribution for the demand. We also consider a residual
value for the unsold products equal to their discounted cost (these products can be used to satisfy
the demand in the next period). We define qo(Zt, It) as the total expected profit for a one period
problem if we start with It dollars in inventory and order Zt dollars in additional goods. Therefore,
the function Wp(Zt, It) is equal to:
(Zt, It) = -gZt + j ( - c3(Zt + It - x) + pg(Zt + It - x))f(x)dx
+ ((Zt + It) - 2(x - Zt - It))f(x)dx - cl x(d)-lf(x)dx.
where the demand has a probability density function equal to f(x), and d is the average size of an
order. Hence, to obtain the "optimal reordering amount" we set the derivative of p(Z, It) with
respect to Zt equal to zero, which implies:
1 + c2 - gF(Zt + It) = + + c g
where F(x) denotes the cumulative distribution function for the demand. Hence, using the normal
distribution for the demand, the expression for the "optimal reordering amount" is given by:
Zt = ata + -t - It,
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and Fy(a) = (1 + c2 - g)/(l + C2 + c3 - g) where y has a standard normal distribution.
We note that the reordering amount is a function of the number of catalogs to be sent in the
current season, because the mean and the variance of the normal distribution are a function of
the mailing policy. The reordering amount in the cash flow constraint in the original problem is
replaced by this "optimal reordering amount". The rest of the heuristic works as follows: we send
catalogs according to the decreasing order of the lifetime values until either the cash flow constraint
is binding or there are no more available customers with positive lifetime values.
This heuristic takes into account the same effect described in heuristic 1.1: the trade-off be-
tween the decrement in the lifetime value when the optimal unconstrained mailing policy is not
implemented and the additional profit corresponding to an extra customer that receives a catalog.
In this case, before calculating the optimal mailing policy in step 2 of the heuristic, we solve the
same linear problem described in heuristic 1.1 to determine in which cases we send less catalogs
than the optimal number of catalogs determined by the lifetime values, when there is no cash flow
constraints.
Description of heuristic 2.1 at the beginning of season t.
We introduce the following additional notation:
1. U = total number of rental lists and states in the house list (U = ISI + J), where ISI is the
cardinality of S or equivalently the number of states in the house list.
2. n(u) = number of mailings to each customer in the uth state.
3. N(u) = number of people in the uth state.
4. c(u) = marketing cost associated with the uth state.
5. d(u) = number of people in the uth state that receive catalogs (u can correspond to a rental
list).
Step 0: Sorting.




It=initial inventory at the beginning of season t,
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t = 0.
Solve the LP (16) to determine the value of n(u),Vu.
Step 2: determining the number of catalogs to send to state s(u).
d* = maximum value that satisfies the following 2 inequalities:
g[a v/ ~s 2 d*)
g[a\(Zl +(l)=(+S(l))d(s(l)) + s(u),n(s(u))
Z 1-l Js(l),n(s(l))d(S(l)) + us(u),n(d(u))d* - It] + zu-1 n(s(l))c(s(l))d(s(l)) +
n(s(u))c(s(u))d* < Yt + at (i),
E lu1 n(s(l))c(s(l))d(s(l)) + n(s(u))c(s(u))d* < Yt + at (ii).
d(s(u)) = min{d*, N(s(u))}.
Step 3: Stopping criterium.
u=u+1




Step 4: Calculating the reordering amount.
Zt = max{0, ax/r(/ 1 Os2(l),n(s(l))d(s(1))) - It}
Step 5: STOP.
5 UPPER BOUND
In this section we describe an upper bound for the optimization model, which is useful to
determine the performance of the heuristics described in the previous section.
Proposition 3 An upper bound for the optimization problems described in Section 2 is the solution
of the deterministic versions of the stochastic models, where the random variables are replaced by
their expected values.
PROOF: The proof is straightforward and the details will be omitted. It is based on successive
applications of Jensen's inequality and the concavity of the maximization of a linear programming
problem as a function of the right hand side. I
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Therefore, the upper bound for the catalog mailing problem with aggregate inventory costs is
given by:
T T K T J T
UB = maxgt-tl: Zt ch E E P3t-lkHsi,k,t Cm Z EPtlW + E E Pt1t +
t=l t=l k=l siES t=l j=l t=l siES
T J T K
t-'jt - C1 E E E E p- si,sJ,kHsik,t - C
t=1 j=1 t=l k=l siES sjESo
T T
C2 E Pt-llt -C3 E t-lIt+l + E TLF(si)NsiT+1
t=l t=l siES
T J
E E E t-lpjsjWj,t
t=l j=l sj ESo
+ vTIT+l}
K J
gZt + 5 5 khHs,,ik,t + S CmWj,t < Yt + at
k=l siES j=l











Vsi E S, Vt.
K J
Yt+l - Yt- at + gZt + ( E kcihHs,k,t + E cmWj,t)+
k=l siES j=l
K J J
+ Ci(E E E P sis,kH,k,t + E E Pi,SiWt) -( Vit + 5 Vjt) = 0
k=l siESsj ESo j sESo siES j=1
v,,it + vj,t - Ith - Zt < 
SiES j=1
K
Vsi,t - E E dSi,sj Psi,s,kHS,k,t < 0
k=l sjESo
Vj,t- E dj,,ipj,si Wjt < o
si ESo
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The objective function is equal to the discounted expected profits during the planning horizon.
The random variables that represent the number of responses from each rental list and each state
of the house list have been replaced by their expected values. Constraint (17) corresponds to the
cash flow constraint. Constraints (18) and (19) are the upper bounds for the number of people in
the states of the house list and in the rental lists respectively. Constraints (20) updates the number
of people in the states of the house list. The cash flow balance equation is given by constraint (21).
Constraints (22), (23), and (24) determine the sales in each state of the house list and each rental
list. Finally, constraint (25) is the inventory balance equation.
6 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we study the performance of the heuristics in several computational experiments.
We use Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the company's expected profit over the planning
horizon for the different heuristics. For the catalog mailing problem the heuristic described in
Section 4 generates the mailing policies. We use a multinomial distribution to represent the number
of people that move from a given state si to all accessible states sj, Vsj E S when a multiple
mailing of k catalogs is sent; the number of trials is equal to the total number of people that receive
k catalogs in state s and the probabilities are equal to Ps,sj,k, Vsj E S. A similar probability
distribution is used for the rental lists. For the catalog mailing model with aggregate inventory
costs, the heuristic described in Section 4 generates additionally the reordering policies, i.e., the
amount of stock to buy at the beginning of every season.
In the experiments, we implement the mailing and reordering policies given by the heuristics,
we simulate the corresponding number of responses, and compute the profit for each particular
outcome of the random variables during the planning horizon. By averaging the profits given
by repeated simulations we obtain an estimate of the expected profit. We stop the simulations
when the coefficient of variation (standard deviation over expected profit) is less than 0.1%. The
heuristics are compared with the corresponding upper bounds described in Section 5.
The simulations are based on real data provided by the largest custom jewelry catalog sales
company in the U.S. We also use the company's definition of recency, frequency, and monetary
value. Recency is defined by the number of periods since the last purchase. Frequency is defined
equal to 1 if the customer has bought only once and equal to 2 if the customer has bought more than
once from the company. Finally, monetary value is defined by the dollar value that the customer
spent in the last purchase.
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The initial budget Yo is utilized as a reference point. Yo is equal to the minimum budget such
that from that value onwards the upper bound given by the optimal value of the linear program in
section 5 does not change.
We use the following set of data in the computational experiments:
Planning horizon: 8 seasons.
Number of states in the house list: 28 (7 recencies, 2 frequencies, and 2 monetary values.)
One rental list with 3000000 available names each season.
Marketing cost for the house list: $0.6
Marketing cost for the rental list: $0.7
Monetary values: $55 and $80
Cost of the goods: 35% of the average monetary value.
Variable cost per request: $1
Penalty cost for rejecting an order: 10% of the order's monetary value.
Holding inventory cost: 12% of the product's selling price per year.
Residual value of inventory = 10% of the product's selling price.
Initial inventory: 0
Exogenous Investment at = 0 t E {2,...,T)
Discount rate: 0.975
Response rate of the rental list: 1.5%
Response rates for the states in the house list in increasing order of recency:
Response rate with one mailing and frequency equal to one:
Monetary value $55: .041 .035 .030 .025 .021 .018 0.0
Monetary value $80: .045 .038 .033 .028 .024 .020 0.0
Response rate with one mailing and frequency equal to two:
Monetary value $55: .057 .049 .041 .035 .030 .025 0.0
Monetary value $80: .059 .050 .043 .037 .031 .026 0.0
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Probability of response with two mailings and frequency equal to one:
Monetary value $55: .062 .053 .049 .038 .032 .028 0.0
Monetary value $80: .064 .055 .051 .039 .034 .030 0.0
Probability of response with two mailings and frequency equal to two:
Monetary value $55: .085 .072 .061 .052 .044 .038 0.0
Monetary value $80: .087 .074 .063 .054 .046 .040 0.0
Probability that a customer will make
making a purchase this period and
Probability that a customer will make
making a purchase this period and
Probability that a customer will make
making a purchase this period and
Probability that a customer will make
making a purchase this period and
a purchase of $55 in the current period, conditional on
having purchased $55 in the last period = 0.75.
a purchase of $80 in the current period, conditional on
having purchased $55 in the last period = 0.25.
a purchase of $55 in the current period, conditional on
having purchased $80 in the last period = 0.18.
a purchase of $80 in the current period, conditional on
having purchased $80 in the last period = 0.82.
6.1 Catalog Mailing Problem
This case assumes that all the demand is satisfied and there are no costs of managing the inventory.
In the data set, we use a maximum of two mailings per season for customers in the house list and
a single mailing for customers in the rental list. The performance of heuristic HEUR 1.1 is shown
in Table 1.
The first column is the initial budget as a percentage of the reference budget, Yo. The second
column is the initial budget in dollars. Column 3 contains the performance of heuristic HEUR 1.1
with respect to the upper bound. We observe that the behavior of the heuristic improves as the
initial budget increases, having an excellent performance with an initial budget greater than or
equal to 1% of Y. The expected profit corresponding to each experiment can be found in Table 4
in Appendix 3. As we showed in proposition 2, in the limit, when there is an unlimited amount
of money for investment, the heuristic leads to the optimal solution. Moreover, it is possible to
show in that case that the stochastic formulation for the catalog mailing problem is equal to the
corresponding deterministic model. Therefore, in that case, the upper bound is also equal to the
solution of the catalog mailing problem. The proof is straightforward and is not presented in this
paper.
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Table 1: Catalog Mailing Model with Two Mailings
The heuristic is easy to implement. It is based on a set of indices (lifetime values) that are
computed once at the beginning of the planning horizon, and on the resolution of a small linear
programming problem. The number of constraints of this linear problem is equal to the number
of states in the house list plus the number of rental lists plus 1. The number of decision variables
is equal to the number of states in the house list times the multiple mailings allowed plus the
number of rental lists. Therefore, in the computational experiments shown in this section, the
linear problem has 30 constraints and 57 decision variables.
Computational experiments were performed to compare this heuristic with the enhanced RFM
method. When multiple mailings are allowed, heuristic HEUR 1.1 has a performance that is on
average 3% better than the enhanced RFM method. This improvement is explained by the trade-
offs described in section 4; in the presence of cash flow constraints it is not always optimal to mail
the optimal number of catalogs, given by the unconstrained lifetime values, to the most profitable
customers. It can be better to send fewer catalogs to each customer and reach more of them.
6.2 Catalog Mailing Problem with Aggregate Inventory Costs
For the catalog mailing problem with aggregate inventory costs, we present two sets of experiments.
In the first set we consider the single mailing case. In the second group of experiments, we allow a
maximum of two mailings for the customers in the house list.
For the single mailing case, the performance of heuristic 2.1 is shown in Table 2.
The first column is the initial budget as a percentage of the reference budget YO. The second
column is the initial budget in dollars. Column 3 shows the behavior of heuristic 2.1 with respect
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(Al/Yo) * 100 Al=Initial Budget HEUR 1.1
(US$) w/r UB
1% 25500 99.7%






Table 2: Catalog Mailing Model with Aggregate Inventory Costs: Single Mailing Case
to the upper bound. We observe that the heuristic has a good performance with an achievement of
more than 95% of the upper bound when the budget is greater than 10% of Y. The detailed data
about the expected profits can be found in Appendix 3, Table 5.
In the second set of experiments, we allow a maximum of two mailings within a season for the
house list. The performance of heuristic 2.1 is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Catalog Mailing Model with Aggregate Inventory Costs: Two Mailings.
In this case we observe the same pattern of behavior as in the previous set of experiments. When
we increase the initial amount of money that is available for investment at the beginning of the
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planning horizon, the performance of the heuristic improves significantly. However, in this model
we cannot guarantee that the heuristic leads to the optimal solution when there is an unlimited
amount of money for investment. Although, it is still true that with unlimited budget it is optimal to
send catalogs to all the profitable customers (all customers that have a positive lifetime value), the
reordering policy given by the heuristic is determined considering a single period problem instead
of the multiperiod problem. The impact of considering a single period problem is significantly
reduced in heuristic 2.1 by incorporating a residual value for the products equal to their discounted
value in the next period.
Finally, we remark that the heuristic has a very good performance. The quality of the solutions
improves as the initial budget increases. With a budget greater than or equal to 10% with respect
to the reference budget, the heuristic attains more than 96% of the upper bound. It is reasonable
to assume that in practice companies have access to loans when they have a profitable business.
Therefore, they can finance at least a 10% of the total possible cash needed.
It is important to notice that the difference between the solutions given by the heuristic and the
upper bound can partly be explained because the upper bound is not necessarily tight. The upper
bound is the solution to the deterministic version of the problem, and therefore, with a deterministic
demand, holding and shortage costs are never incurred (there are no fixed costs associated with
reorderings). On the other hand, in the stochastic problem there are always outcomes for the
random demand for which the optimal solution leads to shortage or holding costs. To illustrate
this effect we consider a one period problem with unlimited amount of money for investment. It
is straightforward to prove that, in this particular case, heuristic 2.1 leads to the optimal solution.
For the same set of parameters used in the previous experiments, heuristic 2.1 has a performance of
99.4% of the upper bound. Therefore, the 0.6% difference is due to the error in the upper bound.
This difference tends to be larger when considering several periods and limited budget.
In what follows, we present a set of computational experiments to compare the effect of multiple
mailings versus a single mailing. We use the same parameters as in the previous experiments, with
the exception of the planning horizon and the number of names available in the rental list. In this
case we use 100 seasons and 100000 names in each period. We use a long planning horizon with
the purpose of illustrating the asymptotic behavior of the system. The initial budget is $35000.
We compare the accumulated cash at the beginning of every season, the total number of people
in the house list at the end of each season, and the number of catalogs mailed every season. The
results are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively. We observe that during the first three seasons
the company loses money with the single mailing strategy; only after the tenth season it recovers the
initial investment. However, with the two mailings strategy, the company recovers its investment in
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only seven seasons, facing losses during the first two campaigns. The acceleration in the investment
recovery period is due to the increment in the customer response rates produced by the multiple
mailings. We remark that when considering the multiple mailing strategy, the company can still
send a single mailing to some (or all) states during the planning horizon. Therefore, the multiple
mailing strategy is at least as good as the single mailing one. We also observe that the number of
people in the house list converges to a constant in the multiple mailing case after approximately
season seventy. In the single mailing case the convergency occurs towards the end of the planning
horizon. Finally, the number of catalogs mailed every season also converges to a constant, because
the same happens with the number of profitable customers.
Informal evidence suggests that firms in the catalog sales industry often go bankrupt. The
methodology developed in this paper allows to assess the risk of the company running out of cash
at the beginning of a period. With this purpose, after each simulation, we could compute an index
equal to one if the company runs out of cash for that specific outcome of the random demand or
equal to zero otherwise. Averaging the indices given by repeated simulations we can obtain an
estimate of the probability of running out of cash and eventually going bankrupt.
Catalog companies usually have good estimates for the response rate of customers in the house
list. Large data bases allow them to keep track of detailed information which is used to estimate
the house list response rate. In contrast, companies have little information to estimate the response
rates of rental lists. As we mentioned earlier, they assign a fraction of their budget for market tests
in order to improve the quality of their estimations. The more they spend on market tests, the
more precise is the estimation of the response rates. With the purpose of understanding the impact
of changes in the response rates of rental lists on the optimal expected profit over the planning
horizon we perform several computational experiments. For example, with the set of parameters
used in the previos experiments we have obtained the following results: (i) if the initial budget is
$35000 and the initial house list is empty, then a variation of ±5% in the response rate of the rental
list leads to an increment of 110% and a reduction of 92% in the objective function respectively,
(ii) if the initial budget is $35000 and the house list has the steady state number of customers
in each state, then a variation of ±5% in the response rate leads to an increment of 25% and a
reduction of 22% in the objective function respectively, (iii) finally, if the initial budget is $250000
and the house list has the steady state number of customers in each state, then a variation of ±5%
in the response rate leads to an increment of 41% and a reduction of 41% in the objective function
respectively. The same pattern of behavior has been observed in several other experiments. We
observe that the results of the company are very sensitive to changes in the response rate of rental
lists when the operation starts; catalog companies are building the house list, and therefore, they
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must rely almost completely on rental lists. On the other hand, when the catalog company has
a mature house list, the results of its operations are less sensitive to changes in the response rate
of rental lists. If the initial budget is relatively small in comparison to the number of profitable
customers, then most of the targeted customers will be customers in the house list (these are the
customers with larger lifetime values). In this case, the impact of changes in the response rates
is considerably smaller. A more significative impact is observed when the initial budget is large,
because the optimal mailing strategy is to send to all profitable customers either from rental lists
or from the house list. These results suggest that the value of perfect information is high, and
therefore, catalog companies should be willing to spend a significant amount of resources in market
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
This paper has presented two mathematical models, which vary in the way suppliers inter-
act with a catalog company, to determine the mailing and reordering policies that maximize the
expected profit. Stochastic demand and dynamic evolution of the customers within the house
list were considered. Optimal solutions are hard to compute for real size problems. Therefore,
ad-hoc heuristics were implemented based on the solutions of simplified versions of these prob-
lems. Computational experiments showed that these heuristics give satisfactory results. For the
computational experiments a particular definition for recency, frequency, and monetary value was
adopted. The models can also be used to study how different definitions of these parameters affect
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the performance of the company.
The models proposed in this paper allow us to study how the optimal solution changes with
market conditions; for example price, cost of goods, response rates, and mailing costs. In particular,
we have performed computational experiments to understand the impact of changes in the response
rate of rental lists in the results of the catalog companies. We have concluded that, especially when
companies are building the house list, the value of perfect information is very high. Therefore,
companies should spend an important fraction of their budgets to estimate these response rates.
This suggests that the design of experiments is an interesting research question to pursue in future
research.
The models can also be used to do risk analysis, i.e. to study what fraction of the times the
company runs out of cash. Informal evidence indicates that firms in the catalog industry often
go bankrupt. Running simulations, we can easily compute if the company runs out of cash for
every outcome of the stochastic demand during the planning horizon. With this information, we
can estimate the probability of running out of cash and eventually going bankrupt. This suggests
that it would be interesting to incorporate the probability of bankruptcy into the firm's objective
function; we leave this topic for future research.
The tactical model presented in this paper establishes the optimal aggregated levels of reordering
and the optimal number of catalogs to be sent to each segment in the house list and to each rental
list at the beginning of every season. As a topic of future research, a hierarchical approach could
be pursued to disaggregate the total reordering amount into individual items and to schedule the
mailings during the corresponding season.
The current formulation considers a penalty cost for the unsatisfied demand. An alternative
approach that could be studied is to replace the penalty cost by a service level constraint that
assures the demand is satisfied with a given probability.
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Appendix 1
The inventory can also be defined in terms of physical units as an alternative to the monetary
value definition. Usually, a single catalog promotes several products. Therefore, there are different
levels of inventory disaggregation at which the model can be formulated: inventory management
for each individual item, for families of products, or for a single "average product". For the purpose
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of illustration we show how to formulate the problem in terms of a single equivalent unit.
In general, an order consists of several items. We define a unit equivalent as a unit that has the
average ordered fraction of each item. We introduce the following notation to show how to compute
the average size of the order, the average cost of the goods and the proportion of each item in the
unit equivalent. Using the company's relevant data for the past seasons we define:
Q = total number of orders.
Q& = total number of units of item u ordered.
du = price of item u.
gu = cost of item u as a fraction of its price.
d = average size of the order in dollars (defined below).
g = average cost of goods as a fraction of the average sale per customer (defined below).
Hence, a unit equivalent consists of Qu/Q units of item u, for all u. We also define the average size
of the order and the average costs of goods as follows:
= dQ, - EuguduQud= dQ
Finally, we define e,Sj as the number of unit equivalents that correspond to an order of a customer
d
that moves from state s to sj (esi,, = -j). Hence, the decision variables Zt and It correspond
to the total number of unit equivalents to order and in inventory respectively, at the beginning of
period t. The equation to update the inventory can be written as:
I J




Vs,,t + V,it < It + zt,
siES j=1
K
Vs i ,t < E es,,sji,sj,k,t Vs E S,
sjESo k=l
and,
Vj,t < E ej,siXj,si,t Vj.
siESo
This approach is suitable when the aggregate composition of orders in all the monetary value
segments are approximately the same. This usually happens when catalogs promote products in
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a homogeneous range of prices. If this assumption does not hold, then a less aggregate approach
must be considered. In this case, the inventory must be defined for families of items or even for
each individual item. In the latter case we define e,sj,,(u) as the average proportion of item u
that is ordered by a customer that moves from state si to sj. Therefore, the inventory equations
described above are replaced by as many constraints as the number of items in the catalog, where
Z,t and Iu,t correspond to the number of item u units to order and in inventory at the beginning
of season t respectively.
Appendix 2
Proof of Proposition 1
A new customer can enter the house at different states in So depending on the size of her order.
Using well known results of Markov chains with rewards, the average time that she will spend in
the house list before reaching the trapping state is a bounded time, t;, if the entering state is equal
to si, Vsi E So. This time is independent of the evolution of the other customers in the house list.
The Markov chain system can also be seen as a queuing network, where each state corresponds
to an activity with infinite number of servers (the presence of other customers in the state do not
interfere with the transitions of the customer under consideration). The service time is deterministic
and equal to one period. With this representation and the fact that the average time per customer
until reaching the trapping state is bounded, Little's law leads to:
Asitsi = Csi Vsi E So
where,
Asi = EjJlPj,,siLj, which corresponds to the arrival rate of customers that enter the house list
from state si.
Cs, is equal to the average number of customers in the house list whose first state was si.
Therefore, the total average number of customers in the house list is equal to
N= jE Csi
si ESo
A similar proof holds for each state in the house list individually. The actual arrival rate to
state sj is equal to AsVs,is3j where v,sj corresponds to the average number of visits to state sj
of customers that entered the system through state si (,sj is bounded). The time in state sj is
deterministic and equal to one. Hence, applying Little's law we obtain:
Asivjsi,sj 1 = NVy Vs j E S,
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where Nj is the average number of people in state sj in the house list. I
The equilibrium condition is guaranteed by the fact that the system has an "infinite number of
servers" at each state and the average time in the system is bounded.
Appendix 3
Table 4: Expected Profits for the Catalog Mailing Problem
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(Al/Yo) * 100 Initial Budget HEUR 1.1 BOUND
Al($) $
1% 25500 10806 10835
5% 127500 54003 54173
10% 255000 108082 108346
25% 637500 270576 270864
50% 1275000 541502 541728
75% 1912500 812276 812592
100% 2550000 1008500 1008708
~  I------
Table 5: Expected Profits for the Catalog Mailing Model with Aggregate Inventory Costs.(Single
Mailing Case)
Table 6: Expected Profits for the Catalog Mailing Model with Aggregate Inventory Costs. (Two
Mailings Case)
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